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Put the Odds In Your Favor In Any TimeframeP t th Odd II Y F I A
TradeScope Module

Imagine the power of instantly knowing 

the probability of a stock’s NEXT MOVE 

and seeing that information right on your 

charts! Th at’s the TradeScope advantage. 

You’re going to see the exact information 
you need to help you make profi table trading 
decisions every time you bring up a chart!

TradeScope shows probability of movement 
based on measuring past occurrences of a 
given setup. The scale shows the probability 
of reaching various price levels, based on 
the setup that exists on the right edge of 
the chart and evaluating similar setups in 
the past.

With TradeScope, you will know:
• The most likely direction of movement
• How far the stock is poised to move
• Whether the trend is likely to continue
• The probability of a gap fi ll
• The strength of a breakout move

Th e fi rst time you use TradeScope you’ll 

ask, “How did I ever trade without it?”

One of the most statistically researched areas of 
Technical Analysis is the probability of a gap fi ll. 
The RT Gap TradeScope gives you the statistics 
you need to trade gaps including partial fi lls and 
gap-and-run probabilities.  

Combine this with the fact that TradeScope 
generates statistics specifi c to each individual 
symbol, and you’ll KNOW whether the symbol 
you are trading is more likely to fi ll or to run.

CASE STUDY: Gap Fills

TradeScope Shows You the Odds

This TradeScope was activated on OXY on October 5. The scope indicated there was 
a very high probability of an upside move, with 80% probability of the chart rising 5% 
and a 70% probability of a 10% move. There was only a 21% probability of moving 
back to support at 66. The outcome: The stock completed its reversal and moved up 
nearly 20%!

This TradeScope was 
generated at the Open 
of the session where 
BMY shows a 70% 
probability of gap fi ll.

Green above price 
shows high odds of 
an upside move.

AFTER SCOPE

+20%

TradeScope Scale 
Shows Probability 
of Movement



END-OF-DAY
For End-of-Day traders, we have developed four specifi c 
TradeScopes to use in conjunction with your trading 
strategies. TradeScope not only helps you confi rm the 
best Signals, but it also guides you with stop placement. 
TradeScope includes the following End-of-Day Scopes:

Breakout  By looking at the strength of the Breakout and 
the state of the market, the Breakout TradeScope will 
determine the likelihood of a move in your favor.

Reversal  The Reversal TradeScope is custom made to 
work with the various Nirvana strategies that fi re Reversal 
Signals, helping you determine if the market is poised to 
make a signifi cant reversal move in the next week.

Trending  Regardless of where price is in the current trend, 
the Trending TradeScope will look at similar market 
conditions in the past to determine the chance of the 
trend continuing.

Three Day Outlook  A Swing Traders dream! The Three 
Day Outlook TradeScope will show you how the current 
setup is poised to move in the next three trading sessions.

REAL TIME
If you trade during the session, TradeScope can be used to 
identify the most likely direction the market will move, the 
potential size of the move, and the probabilities of overtaking 
various chart levels. We provide three powerful Real Time 
TradeScopes:

RT Gap  By looking at the size of the day’s opening gap in 
relation to short term price movement, RT Gap shows you the 
probability of fi lling the gap or a move in the direction of the gap.

RT Day  Considers how the market has moved in the last three 
trading sessions to determine where it is likely to go in the 
current session.

RT Range  Helps you determine the probability of making a 
large move by looking at recent volatility. You can easily fi nd 
the stocks that are prepared to make the big directional 
moves, allowing you to focus on trades with the highest 
profi t potential.

Is the market ready to post a signifi cant gain, or is it due for 

a pullback? And how far is it poised to move? TradeScope 

answers both questions for you!
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The Three Day Outlook TradeScope is great at identifying high probability 
Swing Trades, as it did here on NOV. The TradeScope showed a 75% 
probability of an upside move.

+12%

End-of-Day TradeScope

AFTER SCOPE

At the Open on October 11, the RT Range TradeScope predicted 
an upward move in GOOG, which it then made.

Real Time TradeScope

This TradeScope 
was generated at 
the Open of the 
session.



Find Charts with the Highest 
Probability – Instantly!
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While we provide the TradeScopes listed on 
page 7, TradeScope is also customizable by 
the user. You can quickly and easily defi ne 
Indicators, Systems, and Conditions for the 
program to build a user-defi ned Scope. 
Using TradeScope, you can answer almost 
any question you can dream up about 
Technical Analysis.

With your TradeScope purchase, you also get 
our CD seminar Improving Your Odds with 

TradeScope. The seminar shows you how to 
effectively use our canned TradeScopes 

AND how to create your own 
Scopes based on technical ideas 
you may be using. This seminar 
will arm you with the knowledge 
you need to start using TradeScope 
immediately and effectively.

Prospect for the High 
Probability Winners!
TradeScope is not only good for 
confi rming signals, you can also use 
it to fi nd great trading candidates 
as well. 

The module provides you with an 
easy way to fi nd the charts that 
have the highest probability for 
movement. Simply sort on the 
TradeScope Bias (TSB) column in 
your Focus List, and the symbols 
that have the highest bullish bias 
will be brought to the top and 
bearish to the bottom. 

Whether you use the TradeScopes 
we provide or create Scopes of your 
own (see below), you’ll have greater 
confi dence knowing what is likely to 
happen in the market.

The image above shows our Focus List sorted on TradeScope Bias. 

The higher the bias, the higher the probability of an upward move. 

Pure Prospecting POWER!

Building your own TradeScopes is easy. In the Improving Your 

Odds with TradeScope seminar, we show you how.

Create Custom TradeScopes In Minutes Indicators, Systems, and Conditions 
are easy to defi ne and test.
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